The Spectrum?
Autism has been renamed autism spectrum disorder (ASD). explains the use of the term spectrum: "Core diagnostic features are evident in the developmental period, but intervention, compensation, and current supports may mask difficulties in at least some contexts. Manifestations of the disorder also vary greatly depending on the severity of the autistic condition, developmental level, and chronological age; hence, the term spectrum. Autism spectrum disorder encompasses disorders previously referred to as early infantile autism, childhood autism, Kanner's autism, high-functioning autism, atypical autism, pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified, childhood disintegrative disorder, and Asperger's disorder" [American Psychiatric Association, 2013] . These characterizations of the "spectrum" in ASD are compounded with etiological and phenotypic heterogeneity, and neurological, psychiatric, and medical co-morbidity. Despite the benefits of these various meanings for spectrum, we argue it is particularly advantageous to consider ways in which ASD is also a cluster.
Aspects of Dyadic Interacting Suggest Clustering
A formal and accurate DSM-V diagnosis of ASD requires a lengthy clinical evaluation and careful review and synthesis of detailed information from multiple sources. However, clinicians and non-clinicians often "detect" ASD on a playground, at dinner, or in a psychiatric clinic waiting room. By detect, we mean rapidly recognize a specific form of social atypicality which, though not isomorphic with a DSM diagnosis of ASD, strongly covaries with it.
We hypothesize that this rapid detection relates to our evolved sensitivity for species-typical ranges of key parameters of social relating. More precisely, we believe that such detections are made almost reflexively by the combined measurement of abnormalities along three axes of dyadic interaction. Considering the relative clustering of individuals in a space defined by these axes will provide utility beyond the varied ways spectrum is used above.
Humans are behaviorally complex. However, the list of essential components of dyadic interacting may be quite short. In particular, we propose that in the first few seconds of dyadic interaction, relevant behaviors position individuals along three dimensions: (1) social spacing [Lloyd, 2009] , (2) the quality of eye contact and joint attention behavior [Emery, 2000] , and (3) the timing of communicative exchange [Dunham & Dunham, 1995] . If distinct clusters of individuals emerge in this space, a dyadic interaction would quickly evoke either a typical sense of connection, or a social warning signal of disconnection (see Bargh, Schwader, Hailey, Dyer, & Boothby [2012] for discussion of automaticity in social cognition).
The DSM-5 offers support for our hypothesis. First, it includes "abnormal social approach" as part of criterion A1 for ASD [American Psychiatric Association, 2013] . Anecdotal clinical experience tells us that many individuals with ASD remain abnormally distant, while others intrude too close, or exhibit behaviors inappropriate for the current interpersonal distance. There are reports about interpersonal space perception in a few clinical conditions. Remarkably, however, there is little published scientific information about this topic for ASD. Second, cardinal social-communicative impairments in ASD include reduced viewing of eyes, gaze following, and joint attention. These behaviors contribute to the DSM-5 criteria and important screening instruments, correlate with measures of impairment, and may appear early in infants subsequently diagnosed with ASD [Jones & Klin, 2013] . Third, DSM-5 also includes "failure of normal back-and-forth conversation" and "failure to initiate or respond to social interactions" as part of criterion A1. Contingent behaviors related to the timing of interaction in dyadic social contexts are believed to scaffold aspects of social, emotional, and cognitive development. Contingency has been explored to a limited degree in the parent-child interaction literature in ASD [Apicella et al., 2013] . However, there is a surprising paucity of hypothesis-testing experimental cognitive psychological research on contingency in ASD [Gergely, 2001] .
If we could quantify dyadic behavior along these three dimensions, we predict distinct clusters of points would form (Fig. 1) . Typically developing children would (1) have a centered range of interpersonal spacing values, (2) make good eye contact and follow others' gaze, and (3) demonstrate a centered range of values reflecting the timing of contingent responses in dyadic interaction (cluster 1). After norming the typical expression of these variables to zero, atypical cases could be compared to these zero-centered values. Cases falling inside the typical, zero-centered cluster would evoke a rapid sense of social connectedness. Hypothetical cases falling at marginally long, versus extremely long, Euclidean distances from the typical, zerocentered cluster would generate weak, versus strong, social warning signals, as described above.
Individuals with ASD would separate both from clusters formed by typical and other atypical groups in the following ways.
Children with ASD would generally remain too distant (though, occasionally, too close); demonstrate greatly reduced eye contact, gaze following, and use of gaze to initiate joint attention (lower gaze numbers 1 compared to typically developing children); and show greatly delayed responses during dyadic interpersonal exchange (positive contingent timing numbers) (cluster 2). Children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) would invade one's personal space (less-thanzero spacing numbers), demonstrate relative deficits in use of gaze (relatively lower numbers compared to typically developing children, but higher than those for children with ASD), and respond too quickly (less-thanzero contingent timing numbers) (cluster 3).
Finally, children with Williams syndrome would also invade one's personal space (also negative spacing Figure 1 . A schematic illustration of our hypothesis. Hypothetical data are plotted for 40 individuals from four different groups. Individuals with ASD (red), ADHD (green), typical development (blue), and Williams syndrome (purple) are represented in a space defined by dimensional measures of interpersonal spacing, gaze behavior, and the timing of contingent exchange in dyadic interaction.
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For simplicity, we treat gaze as a unitary construct. Developing a dimensional measure of gaze would involve consideration of different gaze behaviors (e.g., initiation, maintenance, and use of eye contact). Children from different groups might vary differently on these behaviors. A derived gaze measure would generate gaze values as a weighted sum of such items. numbers) and respond too quickly (negative timing numbers), but they might fixate others' eyes even more intensely (greater-than-zero gaze numbers) (cluster 4).
If the hypothesized clustering proves robust, the developmental etiology of variance in these three variables could be examined in ASD.
Low-Level Behaviors and Cluster Separation
Behavioral variation driven by sensory and/or motor functioning could produce the hypothesized separations, in our space defined by interpersonal distance, gaze, and timing, without need for appeal to higher-level cognitive differences detectable later in development (e.g., theory of mind). In this way, our scheme would capture behavioral variation present in infancy and potentially maintained throughout life, even in the face of co-occurring differences in other aspects of phenotype. Considering ASD as a cluster defined by interpersonal spacing, gaze behavior, and dyadic interactional timing would, therefore, help mitigate many of the challenges posed by heterogeneity [Pelphrey, Shultz, Hudac, & Vander Wyk, 2011] and complement recent explorations of measurement equivalence/invariance [Duku et al., 2013] (across groups varying in age, sex, IQ, etc.).
For example, motor problems are prevalent in ASD, early-appearing, and some are potentially ASD-specific [MacNeil & Mostofsky, 2012] . Atypical motor behavior could affect interpersonal spacing and contingency, contributing to ASD-specific clustering, as above. Reduced salience for eyes and impaired biological motion processing (likely) contribute to ASD by impairing social gaze. Such effects would move individuals along the gaze dimension of our hypothesized feature space into the ASD cluster. At a general level, then, the observed ASD cluster in Figure 1 would reflect canalized outcomes [Waddington, 1942] determined by initial differences in sensory and/or motor functioning.
A Cluster May Have More Explanatory Power
We have highlighted parts of existing DSM-5 criteria that pertain to aspects of dyadic interaction which, if properly quantified, we think will separate ASD from other groups. We do not propose, at this time, that new signs and symptoms be added to the DSM.
ASD remains a spectrum according to others' definitions alluded to above. And, the DSM-5 criteria are, of course, a cluster of signs and symptoms with dimensional consideration to severity. The cluster we hypothesize, however, forms from consideration of variance along three critical dimensions of dyadic interaction.
Though our hypothesis pertains to socialcommunicative aspects of ASD, we are not diminishing the significance of restricted and repetitive behaviors. It would be interesting to study correlations between these and our proposed key variables of dyadic interacting.
Testing our hypothesis would involve developing measures for quantifying variation in spacing, gaze, and timing, and norms facilitating cross-age comparisons to account for ways that variance along our key behavioral dimensions might change over time. Raters could score subjects from different populations on these measures and provide group-based classifications. Their results could be compared against categorizations from goldstandard ASD assessments. We predict that speed, certainty, and accuracy of the raters' assignments would reflect the separation of points in cluster space. A recent study of gaze congruency and latency effects on others' sense of relatedness during interactions provides just one concrete example of an approach for testing aspects of our hypothesis [Pfeiffer et al., 2012] . Atypical scores on one, versus multiple, measure(s) could be evaluated to assess for primacy (e.g., of timing over gaze and spacing), or for which combinations of impairments (e.g., timing plus gaze) prove most important for ASD. Interventions targeting these behaviors could move points closer to the zero-center in cluster space, reduce scores on clinical assessments, and slow the speed of "detection." The depth of canalization associated with each variable could be assessed by studying whether lay observers or young children (and, conceivably, even non-human animals) can detect variation in spacing, gaze, and timing. If our hypothesis holds, investigators could follow the emergence of low-level ASD-specific sensory and/or motor behaviors earlier into infancy with high-risk sibling designs [Jones, Glia, Bedford, Charman, & Johnson, 2014] . Findings would inform early ASD risk assessment, afford a more mechanistic understanding of causal variables, and provide new ways to define subgroups [Campbell, Shic, Macari, & Chawarska, 2014] .
